
vLambda Project 
Java 8 crash course 

General Instructions 
In order to run this set of exercises you need to dowload the Exercises.zip archive, 
which can be found at 
https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/projects/vLambda/posts/public/2017-09-13-industry-works
hop.html 

The assignments for the individual exercises can be found below as well as in the 
form of comments in the source code. Each exercise contains a main method, 
which you can run to see the result of your solution. 

The mark (✽) means that an exercise is more challenging and abstract in nature 
than required for day-to-day coding, and requires a deeper insight. 

You are encouraged to visit the official API documentation at any time! 

If you get stuck, do not hesitate to ask one of the vLambda 
team members for help! 

Exercises 

Part I 

ButtonClick 
Open the ButtonClick class and run its main method. It opens a window with a button 

that counts the number of clicks. 

In the source code you can see that an ActionListener is registered with the button by 

means of an anonymous inner class. Replace this anonymous inner class with a lambda 

expression. 

SortPoints 

Class SortPoints imports class IntPoint, which is available for inspection in the 

resources package. Essentially, IntPoint is a pair of ints and represents a point over 

a grid. 
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In the body of the SortPoints class constructor, after the initialization of a List of 

IntPoints, its elements get sorted ascendingly with respect to some notion of distance 

for IntPoints (defined in the IntPoint class). 

In this exercise, you can start with question (5.) or leave it for the end, but questions (1.) - 
(4.)  need to be solved in this order. 

1. We use the List.sort() method to sort our list and we provide it with an 

appropriate Comparator. Replace this anonymous Comparator with a lambda 

expression. 

2. Change your solution to use the method Comparator.comparingInt. 

3. Change again your solution to use a method reference. 

4. Use the Comparator.reversed() method to sort the list items in reverse 

order. 

5. In each line of the JTextArea we display the corresponding element of the List 

as well as its length(). We do this by means of a for loop. Replace it by a call to 

the Map.forEach method. This method takes a BiConsumer as an argument, 

which can be instantiated by a lambda expression. 

BarcodeGoneWrong (✽) 
Class BarcodeGoneWrong contains a barcode in the form of a List<Integer> and 

provides the method transformBarcode, which processes the barcode and displays the 

result in a JTextField. The argument of transformBarcode is a 

Function<Integer, T> which can be instantiated by a lambda abstraction. 

1. transformBarcode is already being used within the constructor of 

BarcodeGoneWrong. Replace its lambda abstraction argument with the 

corresponding method reference. What happens? Why does the code not compile? 

2. Don't fix the compilation error above by replacing the method reference again with 

the initial lambda abstraction. Instead, keep the method reference and, in the 

definition of transformBarcode(), replace the type of its argument with 

IntFunction<T>. Can you explain what happens? 

 

Hint: Inside IntFunction<T>, method apply has signature 

T apply(int value) 

ConsumeCaesar 
The main method of the ConsumeCaesar class opens a window with an empty 

JTextField. 
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1. Write a functional interface within ConsumeCaesar class for a character 

consumer, similar to an IntConsumer, and name it CharConsumer. 

2. Add a method forEachChar  to ConsumeCaesar that takes a String and a 

CharConsumer, and applies the consumer in turn to each of the characters of the 

string. 

3. Use methods forEachChar and output to output the chars of the string 

"vLambda". 

4. (✽) Add a default method, rotate(), in CharConsumer. This method should 

return a CharConsumer that, instead of processing a char, it processes the 13th 

shift (in the Latin alphabet) of that char. Static class Caesar is provided for this 

purpose (in package resources). 

5. (✽) Change your (3.) solution. Use rotate together with forEachCar to 

output the Caesar encryption of the string “vLambda”. Hint: you might need 

casting. 

ProcessPair 
Class ProcessPair contains an inner class MyPair that represents a tuple with two 

components. 

1. In the body of the constructor of the class, use MyPair .processFirst 

appropriately to show the value of the first field of pair in the JTextField. 

2. (✽) Following the example of the processFirst method, add a method 

processBoth in the MyPair class that allows both components of the tuple to be 

processed. 

3. (✽) Use processBoth to show the value of both fields of pair in the 

JTextField. 

Part II 

PeopleLoops 
Class PeopleLoops handles a List<Person>, where each Person has a 

List<Account> (classes Person and Account are available for inspection in the 

resources package). In your solutions, use method referencing wherever possible. 

1. Replace all the for-loops in this class by an appropriate use of streams. Use method 

referencing wherever possible. You need the Streams.flatMap method as part 

of your solution for method sumBalance(). 
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2. Method displayYoung sorts list people by their age and returns a String 

describing the n youngest ones, for a given int n. 

a. Replace the loop in the body of the method by an appropriate use of 

streams. 

b. Is there a way to sort the list and build the resulting string in one stream 

pipeline? 

CourseGrades 

Class CourseGrades contains an ArrayList of Grades, where the grades of each 

student are stored for a particular course. A grade (as modeled in class Grade of package 

resources) consists of two kinds of grades: one for the exam and one for the assignment. 

1. Calculate how many of the students did their assignment and show the result in the 

fldAssignments text field. Students that did not hand over their assignment 

have an assignment grade of 0. 

2.  

a. Use streams to create an array of type double[] that contains the final 

grade of the students. The formula for the final grade is 

 

final grade = 0.8*(exam grade) + 0.2*(assignment grade) 

 

Hint: Method Stream.toArray() will come in handy. 

 

a. Calculate how many students passed the course and show the result in the 

fldPassed text field. Grades range from 1 to 20 and a student passes if 
his/her final grade is at least 10. 

 

Hint: Take a look at the official java documentation and select the 

appropriate "version" of the overloaded Arrays.stream method. 

ShoppingList 
Class ShoppingList contains field shoppingList, an ArrayList<String> that 

represents a shopping list, and method enumerateList that simply prints each item of 

shoppingList in a separate line in a JTextArea. 

1. What changes should you make so that it also enumerates the items of the list? 

Hint: You will need the IntStream.range() method. 

2. The list contains string "Milk" twice. 
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a. Create an array that contains all the distinct elements of shoppingList. 
Which Stream method is appropriate for that? 

b. Change your (1.) solution by making use of this array, so that only distinct 

elements of the shopping list are shown and correctly enumerated in the 

JTextArea. 

Model Solutions 
The model solutions of the exercises can be found in the Solutions.zip archive at 

https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/projects/vLambda/posts/public/2017-09-13-industry-works
hop.html 
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